TENDER WIN: KINGDOM PARK INFRASTRUCTURE PHASES 1 and 2 PROJECT

Civil Engineering Division are delighted to have secured our latest contract with new client, Murray Estates.

The works are part of the proposed Kingdom Park Development within the grounds of the Kingslaw development at Kirkcaldy, Fife that was formerly an opencast coal site. Kingdom Park is located to the North East of Kirkcaldy and is earmarked for multi-use development over 5 phases. This project will enable development of Phases 1 and 2 to start in the autumn of 2019.

The main infrastructure works within our scope include grouting works, earthworks, foul and surface water drainage & pumping mains, design and installation of surface water pumping station, construction of 3 SUDS basins, on & off site multi-utility service installation, spine road construction & soft and hard landscaping. The contract has a 40-week construction programme and is let under JCT Standard Building Contract terms.